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Affected Objects in
Ileerlen Dutch and Rornance

Le o NrB C onNrp s

t A¡rrr, Hur-x

Abstract
In this paper a€ shlu that the u.¡ell htoøn dy'irition of ffectzd l\ject - os
an object thnt is somehow ølt êd 0r mldirted b2 tlu actinn exþressed b1 tht
aerb - is þrobbnøtu tuith resþect to midllz formatian, which has been

ckln¿d in the liiJqature t0 be þossible onþ with afected objecß. 7 lu folkwing
þ"2<hng facx are discussed: (ù i" 'þk*" Languages some predhates w,tth
unúected objectr mg undqgo mi.ddleformatian whaeas others mq) not (ü) in
"rfuxùte" languages somz þredicates uith unffeckd objects ma2 undergo
middleþrmation uh.reas others mø2 not; (ü, '?úøci e" knguages ma1 difer
anzng tfunsebes Øith resþut to müÅlcformatìnn uith unafæted objuß. We
ørgu.e that the notion of $ected object has to be rrdfined in terns d the
qspectual;A d tfu entire þredicate.

I. lntroductio¡

In this article we will examine a constraint on objects that is widely cited in
generative grammar but is poorly understood: the so-called Aflectedness
Constraint. This constraint states that only "aflected" objects are preposable:
the slmtactic property of preposabfity versus non-preposability of the object

IÂnguages i.n C,onlratlV.ol. r(z), rg98, rgr-zro
@ John Benjamins Publishing Co.
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NP allegedly correlates with an independent semantic distinction.
One of the s\,Tìtactic constructions where this constraint is claimed to

play a role is the middle construction, as illustrated in (r)
(t) This aþþl¿ eats ueU

The common assumption about middle formation is that it is only acceptable
if the promoted argument (the logical object) is "affected" (cf. Jaeggü 1986,
Tenny 1987, Roberts 1987, Hoel¡stra & Robers 1993, Fagan I99z). It is
intriguing, however, that the constraint of affectedness does not seem to hold
if the middle construction shows up with a refleúve, as is the case in Ro-
mance languages. Our aim in this paper is to reconsider the notion of
affected object in relation to its role in the middle construction. The contrast
between larguages which have "plain" middles and those which have "reflexive"
middles will be crucial in this respect. To this end we will not only discuss
Roma¡ce reflexive middles, but we will also examine middles in a regionaì
Dutch variety that is spoken in the southeast of the Netherlands, namely
Heerlen Dutch ([ID]).t Interestingly, Heerlen Dutch ([ID]) differs from
Stardard Dutch in that in the former a reflexive middle is possible, whereas
in the latte¡ the presence of tlre reflexive is disa-llowed, as (2) illustrates:

(z) a [þD] /+[SD]l Dit hml wa:t zùh soed
this shirt washes n¡rr well

b. [[HD]/*[SD]I Dit blek lzest aùh gna]tÍ,zQjk
this book reads norr- easi\

c. [þD]/*[SD]I Deae apþel eet zich lelt],¿r

this apple eats n¡ru well

An examination of the properties of plain and reflexive middles in various
kinds of languages will be shown to yield new insights into the phenomenon
of the affected object. We will show that only if we examine the notion of
"affectedness" as an aspectual compositional phenomenon, can we adequate-
ly account for all the middles we will encounter.

l. Hee¡len Dutch is the result of a process of language sbift with ùte local dialect as the
source and Standa¡d Dutch as the target language. Heerlen Dutch diffe¡s from Standa¡d
Dutch iû that reflexives occu¡ in a much wide¡ range of const¡uctioß úran Standa¡d
Dutch for instance in impeIsonal passives, ergative and double object constmctions.
The Heerlen Dutch €xamples in ùris paper arc based on corpus data o¡ on informanl
data (see Comips 1994). Fu¡ther, tlte co-author Comips is a native spealer of Heerlen
Dutch).

Ar¡Bc rro Oe¡ecrs

This paper is organized as follows. In the first part, we will discuss the
notion of affected object as presented in the literature. In the second part we
will show that this notion raises problems with respect to both ¡eflexive and
plain middles. Therefore, in the last part we will Present a possible anaìysis
of tìre phenomenon ofaffected object. This analysis accounts for the differences
between languages in which plain as well as reflexive middles are possible.

2. The notior "a.fiected objectt'

The notion of affected object was originatly formulated in the late seventies
in order to account for the puzzling fact that passive nominals either a.llow or
disallow NP-movement, as is illustrated in (3) and (4), respectively (see Fiengo
r98o and references cited there). Since these examples are structura.lly
identical, a semantic account has been given in the literature to explain their
differences in acceptability. In (3), for instance, it is noted that the objects
are changed by the action of the verb, namely the action of "destroying" and
"executing', respectively, whereas the objects in (4) are not altered by the
action of their verbs. Apparently, NP-movement only leads to a grammatical
resuÌt if the object is a"ffected (the examples are taken lrom Fiengo):

ß) a. Rome's deshactinn b1 the barbarinns
b. tlu prisonu's executinn h2 th¿ authoriti¿s

(+) a.agreat reli{s exþrusion b2 John
b.+some mon7,'s gifi to the librat2 fu John

Subsequently Jaeggli (1986:6o8) argued that the notion of a.ffectedness

should be related to tJre thematic interpretation ofthe arguments of the verb.
He argued that onÌy in the case of an afected object is its thematic interpre-
tation well defined, since this kind of object will always be the "result" or
"outcome" ofthe action ofthe predicate. In the case ofan unaffected object,
however, Jaeggli claimed that the thematic interpretation of the object
depends on the thematic interpretation of the subject. In Jaeggli (t986:6o7)
this thematic relation was linled to the lack of NP-movement in passive
nominals such as (4), by means of the following definition of the Affectedness
Constraint: "If a complement of X is unaffected, it is impossible to eliminate
the external theta-role of X'.

We now turn to the impact of affected objects on middle formation.
The examples in (5) through (8) precisely replicate the conditions of passive
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nominals: not all transitive predicates are able to undergo plain middle
formaúon - they only ailow rniddle formation if the logical object is an
a.ffected object, as shown in (5,6) and (7,8), respectively. From this, it is
argued that in middles the notion of affected oþect is of crucial impofta¡ce
too (the examples are taken from Roberts 1987, Hoel$tra & Roberts r99g,
and Fagan rggz):

ß) a. [EnC] *The mountøiru sæ easiþ
b [SD] *De bagn lm gemakkztljk

(6) a. [Eng] *These þroblems consil.er eo"tib
b. tSD] aDe4 þroblemn beschouwcn gemaltfuþjk

(7) a. [EnC] This aþþle eats easib
b [SD] Dep aþþel æt genaklwlijk

(8) a. [Eng]
b. [sD]

This howe þainß easiþ
Dit huis aerfi genuhkeljk

Ih more recent ìiterature) several definitions of the notion afected obiect are
put forward which are by and large nearly identicaJ. For example, I'jÌbaum
ar;.d Znbi-IJertz (1989) claim that an argument of a verb is affected if it
exists prior to the action or process referred to by the verb and if its inherent
properties are modiîed by that action or process. Similarl¡ Roberts (r98))
claims that an affected object equates to a theme argument which undergoes
a charrge ofstate. For the time being, this description of the notions a-ffected-
ness or a.ffected object is fairþ satisfactory.

3. Afiected object: a sufrcient co¡ditio¡ or ¡¡riddle forrnátio¡?

Thus far, we have observed that only transitive verbs seÌecting a-ffected
objects are able to undergo middle formation: that is, an object is affected if
it is somehow altered or modified by or if it undergoes the action expressed
by the verb. However, we will show that the occulTence of an aflected object
is not a sufficient condition for a predicate to undergo middle formation.

3.1, Differences between plaia a¡¡d reflexive ¡niddles

It is clear that in the regular transitive (9) the object the Elfèl Tower is not
affected /modified /altered by the seeing-event (cf Fagan rggz):

A¡¡ Bc rso Oa¡ocrs

a. [EnS] I søe the Elfel Toøø
b. [SD] Ik zi¿ de Eifelørn

As we would erpect, middle formation leads to an ungrammatical result, as

shown in (Io):

(to) a. [EnC] aThe Elfel Tower sees easíþ
b. [SD] *De Eifeltorm aiet gna.l"l,zQjk

But, in contrast to these plain middles, the reflexive middle in French in (rr)
is fully acceptable:

(rr) tI4 Lø Tour Elfel se nlit facilÊmnt dc ma fenêtre
the Eiffel Tower r¡¡l- sees easily from my window

Now consider also the contrasts in acceptabiÌity between the plain arrd
reflexive middles in (rz) through (r5). These contrasts reveal that all the
transitive ve¡bs that select unafected objects in the corresponding regular
active constructions - as exemplified in (g) - can undergo middle fo¡ma-
tion if the middle combines with the reflexive r¿ (the examples are from
Fellbaum &. Zi'bi-IJ.ertz 1989, Jaeggli 1986, Fagan rg9z, Cinque 1988,
Authier & Reed 1994):

*These mistal@s don't admit easibt
*lulkø uugi;singm snan nia gønøÁ:'tceQjk toe

Cela ne s' admet þas facilønmt
that n¡pr, admits not easily

*Thü forgets ea:þ
*Dat aøgæt gønaA:løQjh

Izs annìvusaires, çø f oublie fodlunrnt
birthdays tlat REFL forget easily
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(tt) a.[Enc]
b [sD]
c. [Fr]

a.[Eng]
b. [sD]
c. [Fr]

(r3]

{,r41 a. Pncl
aí' pngl
b. [sD]
bí [sD]
c.[F.]

a. [E g]
b. [sD]
c. [F4

*French
*Frsnch

l¿at1u easi\
acquiru easiþ
l¿eû gmal,Ì,eQjk

*Fraru uerøafi ganakkeQjk

It fançais s' acquint facilemmt
French nr,rr- acquires easily

*Ihnt sals easiþ
*Dat aegt gønaklaþh
Ço n d?t þarkut
that REFL says everywhere

lr5l
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So we will have to explain why the a.ffectedness constraint does not also
make tl-te reflexive middles unacceptable, as it does with plain middles.

3.2. Afiectedaess with the reflexive?

From this evidence, it seems at fust sight that the a-ffectedness constrai¡t
only applies in plain middle formation. Now, the question that a¡ises is the
following. \{hy do transitive verbs that take unaffected objects form accept-
able middles with a reflexive? One way to go about addressing this question
is to assume that it is indeed the presence of a reflexive marker which is
responsible for the fact that the a.ffectedness constraint does not hold.

Cinque's (1988:563) treaÍnent is in this spirit since he seems to suggesr
that the a-ffectedness constraint is inoperative in reflexive middles. According
to him the Italian middle "is possible with verbs taking non-affected themes
objects, which disallow the middle construction in English". He gives the
counterparts of(rr) and (r4) in Italian (the examples a¡e taken from Cinque):

(t6) a. lt) La luce gallh ha il uantagqio di aedtrsi bau anche nell¿ nebliø
þiìr -frJt"
'YeÌlow lights have the advantage of (runl) seeing even
in the thickest fog'

l:. [t] Cette lingu¿ hanno ln þroþrùtà d.t imþararsi con þiùfacili:tn di altri
'Certain languages have the property of (n-r,rr.) acquir-
ìng more easily than others'

Furthermore, Cinque (rg88: 564) takes the constraint of afiected oþect to be
a condition on the lexical process, Since he assumes that in Italian middle
formation is qmtactic, he predicts that the aflectedness constraint does not
play a role in Italian middles. However, we have found two pieces of
counterevidence. First, if it is indeed the case that middle fo¡mation with a
¡eflexive does not involve aly kind of "a-ffected object" constraint, we wouÌd
expect that all kinds of transitive predicates takirìg una.ffected objects form
acceptable middles. As can be seen from (r7c,d), this expectation is not borne
out with stative verbs (cf. Tenny 1987, Roberts r9B7):

a. [Eng] +This ansaer løtows easiþ
b. [SD] *Deze araog ueet ganaklcelijk
c. [HD] *Deze traag weet ach gønøklceQk
d. [F.] *Cette quatíon se sait facilemnt

Arrs c r¿o Oe¡r,crs

In addition, if the reflexive middles in the "Roman" or "Germarì" languages
are indeed comparable we would expect the Heerlen Dutch middles to show
the properties ofthe Romance reflexive middles as well, i.e. we would expect
that middle formation with verbs that take una.ffected objects will lead to a
grammatical result. Interestingly, in contrast to Standard Dutch, in Heerlen
Dutch middles combine with the reflexive lch (cf. Hulk & Cornips 1996). At
.first sight, it appears that this expectation is bome out in the case of the
transitive verbs aageten 'forget', Leren 'learn' , oazuerum 'acquire' and 4eggn (see
^l^^ /, ^\ lL-^.,^L /--\\.4ùu \rz./ Lr¡¡uusrr t¡5././.

GB) a. [HD] Dat aügee¿ azch ganakkelik
that forgets nrrr- easiÌy

b. tHDl 4oh diren snan zì¡h nut gerukh,cQjk toe

such things admit n¡r¡- not easily

". [HD] Frans lert airh gcmak!,tQjk
French leams nolr- easily

d F{Dl Frarc umtegft aich grnakkaQk
French acquires xlrr- easily

e. [HD] Dat zegt zirh gømakÌ,tQk
that says nrFr- easily

However, the following middles present a second piece of evidence against
the assumption that in the case of a reflexive marke¡ the afiectedness
constraint does not hold. In Heerlen Dutch, perception and non-stative psych
verbs such as ¿áz "see" and wr{schuwm "detest" in (r9a) and (zoa), respectively,
cannot undergo middle formation, in contrast to their French counterparts:

(Ig) a. [tID] aDe Effiltorm zitt ztth gemakÌ¿|.ùk
the Eiffel Tower sees n-e,rr- easily

b. [F ] La Tour Efel se uoit facilemmt de ma fenître
the Eifel Tower n¡rr- sees easily from my
window 

/^r., r,lr
(zo) a. [HD] *zul.l.,¿ mensm aerqfschuwm lich

such People detest RE¡L
b. F.] Izs imþaìnlistzs, çø n dót¿ste

Imperialists that RIFL detests

What is important here is that languages in which reflexive middles show up may
ditrer with respect to the violation of the affectedness constraint. From this, we
may safely conclude that the notion "affected object' needs more refinement.

t97
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3.3. Aflected¡ess in the case ofplaia middles?

Iæt us now exarnine plain middles in more detail. It is inniguing that Faga4
(rggz: 65) has already noted that the common definitions ofa¡ affected object in
which "affected" is interpreted as "changed, moved altered in status or created,
do not adequately account fo¡ a.ll the facts with respect to plain middles. Accord-
ing to her, in the regular transitive in (z r) the grammatical object ùis book/ dit boetr
is not an affected argument, that is to say, the inherent properties ofa ,,book,, are
not changed in any way by the activity of "reading,,:

(zÐ a. [EnC] Mory reads this book
b. [SD] Marù lzest dit boek

A diagnostic for aflectedness, namely the so-called the /o fo tes! conflrms Fagan,s
observation. From (zz), it is clear that the predicate read. o. bolk does not paÂs tlirs
test (cf Jackendoff r996:3rz; Fiengo l98o):

(zz\ *I44at Bill did to tlu book was read it
Yet it forms an acceptable middle, as ca¡r be seen in (23). Strikingl¡ middle
forrnation without a ¡eflexive is possible although the logicaÌ objecl is not an
"aflected" object:

(zS) a. [EnC] This book reads toell
b. [SD] Di¿ boek. lrct goed

c. [ID] Dit boek best zìrh go¿d

d. [F ] Ce lùre se lit bisn

Thus, even if tlre reflexive is absent, middle formation may take place when the
Ìogical object is not alte¡ed or modifed from a semantic point ofview. Apparently,
as with the reflexive middles, the notion of affectedness carìnot adeouatelv
account for all the facts witl respect to plain middles.

4. 3¡A.ffected¡ess', is not a prirnitive notioa

Until now, we have shown that the notion of a.ffectedness is a problemanc one.
Retuming to theproblem arhand, we have tle following puzzling facß ro accounr
for:

(i) in "reflexive" larrguages some predicates with unaffected objects may
u¡dergo middle formation in contrast to ,'plain,, languages (cf, z.r));

A¡rrcrro Or¡acrs

"reflexive" languages may differ among themselves with respect to middle
formation in the case ofunaffected objects (ct 2.2.)) and
in "plain" languages, some predicates with unafiected objects may undergo
middle formation whereas othen may not (cf. r & r.3)).

One way to handle these facts is to re-exa¡nine very carefi;lly the notions of
affected object and a.ffectedness. Although these notions axe to a certatr extent
intuitive\ clear, the details have often been left rather vague. \Atrat does it
mean to say that an object is aflected? And what properties does it have?

4.1. Lexical aspectual properties of tle predicate

We will argue that the notion a.ffected object or a.ffectedness is an essential
element in the larger question of aspectual properties ofverbs and predicates,
Recall that we have discussed a class of verbs that disallow middle formation
regardless of the presence of a reflexive, namely stative verbs such as Ézo¿¿

(jaeggli 1986, Tenny 1987, Roberts 1987, Hoekstra & Roberts 1993, Fagan
r99z), (cf (r9)). It is a common observation in the lite¡ature that stative verbs
differ from event ve¡bs in that the former lack implications of a passage of
time (ci Jackendoff 1996:32r). This gives us a fust cìue as to which lexical
aspectua.l property of a verb is a necessary one with respect to middle
formation: it is the property of expressing an event t)?e that evolves along a
certain te mporal scale.

With respect to event verbs, Roberts (1987) argues that verbs taking
affected objects belong to the aspectual class of accornplishments, whereas in
Fagan (1992: roo) it is claimed that only verbs belonging to actiyities or
accomplishments may undergo middle formation. Note that activities and
accomplishments are related to alternative notions that describe the different
event q,'pes expressed by the verb,/predicate, namely notions such as atelicity,
non-delimitedness, unboundedness, process and telicity, temporally delimited-
ness, boundedness, respectively flackendoff 1996:3o6). Before we staxt to
examine these notions, it must be noted that tl¡e standard test for activity or
atelicity and accomplishment or telicity of a verb is its behaviour with tempo-
ral adverbials (cf. Jackendoff 1996:306). Activities differ from accomplish-
ments in that the former easily combine ìvith temporal adverbials expressing
duration, whereas the latter easily combine with temporal adverbials express-
ing a specific point in time, as is illustrated in (24) and (25), respectively:

I99
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(z+) a. [sD] / [¡ID]
Hl skat de hond \n een uur/ em uur lang
He hits the dog within an howr/ for an hour

b. tfrDl / tsDl
Ik lþjk telnüe \n een uur/ em uur langI watch television within an hour,/ for an hour

(e¡) a. [sD]/þDl
Ik eet dqe aþþel *en uur lang/ in scn uur oþI eat this apple for an hour,/ within an hour up

b. [sD]/FlDl
Ik schil¿q dit þortret *een uur lnng/ in ee¡t uur
I paint this portrait for an hour/ in an hour

However, in confast to the claims of Roberts and Fagan the following
ungrammatica.l examples - with and without the reflexive - show that
neither activities nor accomplishments are directly connected with middÌe
formation, as is illustrated in (26 z) and (28-29), respectivd:

(26) a. [SD] ?*Dele hond slaat gema.l"t"elfk
b. lIlDl ?*De4e hlnd skat aùh gønaklcellh
c. [Eng] *Thu glnss hits e^;b

this dog,/glass hits nrrr_ easily
(cf. Roberts rg87: zr5)

Ar'¡Bcr¿o On¡e crs

the verb. But we will argue that the a-ffectedness is not solely linÌ<ed to the
verb but is instead crucially InÌed to tlre aspectual properties ofthe predicate
as a whole, that is to say, it is related to the event structure of the entire
sentence. To illustrate this claim, consider the following contrast:

(go) a. [HD] +Dit þlrtret schilifft .<;ch þrettlg
this po¡trait paints nlu- easily

b tHDl Dit pkfond uhil,lert aich þrethg
this ceiling paints nr,rr easily

The middle in $oa) differs from (3ob) in that the verb schildtren 'þaint" in
the lattd combines with a different kind of object, namely þl4fond "cei4ing"
instead of þortret 'þortrait", respectively. Apparendy, this minima.l contrast
indicates that only the object in $ob) is an affected object by which middle
formation is allowed. Our task here will be to gain a deeper understanding
of the interaction between the aspectual properties of the predicate and
affected object. In doing so, let us again concentrate on tle minima.l conffast
as presented in (3o). Interestingly, the corresponding regular transitives of the
middles in (3o), repeated here for convenience as (3Ia) and $rb), differ
aspectually: the former only depicts the event as telic þounded, accomplish-
ment), whereas the latter allows both an atelic and telic event reading since
it combines both with temporal adverbials expressing duration and with
temporal adverbials expressing a specific point in time:

ßt) a. [sD]/þDl
Ik yhilder dit þzrtret in een uur/ *eat uur lnng
I paint this portrait in a¡ hour/ for a¡ hour

b. [sD] / [HD]
Ik vhiLltr dit þlqfond in em uur/ ecn uur lang
I paint this ceiling in an hour/ for an hour

This suggests drat middle formation is crucially linked to the aspectua.l
properties of the prcdicate. From tìre contrast in (3o) we may assume that (i)
middle formation is connected with the whole predicate or the event struc-
ture of the entire sentence and (ü) only predicates which can depict the event
both as atelic and as telic may undergo middle formation.

Let us examine some more minimal contrasts betlveen predicates that
only depict the event as telic or, on the other hand, predicates that express
a specific event-tFpe, namely aìlowing both an atelic arrd telic event reading,
as is exemplifred in (32) and þg), respectively. (32) indicates that in Dutch
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(z¡) a. [SD]
b.FrDl
c. Frl

?+Tel¿uisie

'' 1€Uttsu
*Cate t¿léuì:ìnn se

@jk ganaÈkdlk

wikt zùh gemakkeljk
rcgarde facilanmt

(this) television REFL watches runr easily
(s8) a. [SD] aDe4 øþþel ut gønakkztjk oþ

b. IIIDI *Dea appel æt aùh gemakt"etih op
this apple eats Rx¡L easiÌy up

(zÐ a. [SD] *Dit þoftrct sÇhildqt þrettie
b. IIIDI *Dit þor¿ret yhild.ex zùh þrenie

this portait paints nrnr, easily

4.2. Tbc event-type of the predicate

We would like to claim that Robe¡ts and Fagan are partly correct in percerv-
ing an important link between affectedness and the aspectual properties of
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prefixes such as be- add, a telic aspect to the verb they attach to (van Hout
1996: r7g; see also the particle op in (28)). As a consequence) only a telic
event (or accomplishment) emerges since a temporaÌ adverbial expressing.
duration leads to an ungrammatical result:

ßz) a. [ID]/lSDl
Ik besþuù de4 auto in een uur/ *em uur lang
I an-spray this car in an hour/ for an hour

b F{Dl/[sD]
Ik besmetr d¿ze botrham in em uur/ +em uur lang
I eB-smear this sandwich in an hour/ for an hour

Example (33), however, shows tlrat the same predicates without the prefix
allow both an atelic a¡d teüc event readins:

(¡¡) a. [ID]/[SD]
Ik sþuit dea eutl in e€n uur/ een uur lang
I spray tÏis car i¡ a¡ hour/ for an hour

b. ËIDl/tsDl
Ik smeer de4e botuhøm in em seconde/ een seconde kng
I smea¡ this sandwich in.a second,/ for a second

As we would expect from the assumption discussed above, it is not surprising
that the predicates that onìy yield a telic event disallow middle formation:

*De4 auto beguit
*Deæ auk besþuit
this car BE-sprays nr,rr, easily

(S¡) a. EID] *De4 boturhøm besmeert lch gemak!'e\ùk
b. [SD] *Dele botøham bevneut genaklttljk

this sa¡dwich BE-smears nnrr, easily

Our assumption is supported again by the fact that the predicates which
display an atelic-telic event type allow for middle formation:

g6) a. [ID] De4e autn sþuit aich gønak!,cljk
b. [SD] De<e auto sþuit ganakJcelijh

this car sprays r-urr, easiìy

ßil a. [HD] De4 botnhørn nueri zich ganakJeeQk

b [SD] De4 boterham smeut
this sandwich smears runr, easily

\3U a.
b.

tHDl
tSD]

aich ganakfeQjk
gernak*tQjk

ArrB cr¡o On¡rcrs

Let us now address the puzzling fact that in 'þlain" languages some Predi-
cates with unaffected oþects may undergo middle formation whereas others

may not. In particuÌar, a plain middle based on the verb r¿¿l is a problematic
one if the notion of affected object is solely treated from a semantic point of
view such that the object this bookhas to be altered or modified by the action
expressed by the verb (cf. (23)):

(g8) a. [EnC] Thì.s book reads well

b. tSDl Dit bo€k leest goed

c. ËIDl Dit Úoek l¿est zirh goed

d tFd Ce lirtre se lit bhn

As we would exPect from oui assumption that middle formation is possible

if the predicate allows an atelic and telic event reading, it is not surprising
an)'rnore that the predicate rnl ø book a-llows adverbial phrases expressing
either duration or a specifrc point in time:

(Sg) a. [SD] / þDl Ik Leu dit boek urmlang/ in em uur

b. [E"S] I read this book for hnurs/ in one hour

Now, the contrast between Plain middles no longer holds with resPect to the
notion of affected oþect. Hence, with respect to tlle event stmcture of the

entire sentence, (3g) does not differ from the regular actives in (4o) since

both sentences combine with the two kinds of temporal expressions:

(+o) a. [SD] / [ID]
Hlj wa:r <ln hand in een uur/ em uur lang

he washes his shirt within an hou¡/ for an hour
b, ISDI /trIDl

Hij æt deae aþþel in em minuut/ eatminuut lang

he eats tlris apple within a minute/ for a minute
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We want to claim that it is this aspectual property of the predicate -
expressing a temporal scaJe or measuring out tÏe event without the aid of
e*L*al phruses - that is a necessary condition for middle formation l4tratl
is more, in view of tlis claim, an afiected object is an object tìat measufdl
out tìe event: it is quantitaîively delimiting.
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5. The sy¡tactic role ofthe reflexives

We are now ready to discuss the dissimilarities between plain a¡d reflexive
middles: wh¡ for example, are perception verbs excluded in plain middles
while they are allowed in reflexive middles? We propose that thèse dissimilar_
ities are due to the fact that in middles the piesence of the reflexive is of
crucial importance in connectjon with the cornpositional aspectuaì propernes
of the predicate (cfl Hulk & Cornips 1996). To be more precise, we claim
that if the lexical aspectual properties of the verb,/predicate do not yield a
temporal scaìe such that every sequence of a subevent denotes a differelrt
point on a time-axis, or if they do not inherently allow an end-point, the
presence of the reflexive has the effect of .,forcing,' the ve¡b into expressing
a path and,/or a transition þeyond the Ievel of the lexicon). As a result, thã
verb,/predicate will display tlose aspectual properties by which middle
formation becomes acceptable.2

In order to iìlustrate very briefly the forcing-capacities of the reflexive
towards the event tFpe of the entire sentence, consider the following regular
transitives in Heerlen,/Standard Dutch:

(+,) a. tSDl /t¡{Dl
Qj eA en appel em minuut løng/ in een rcinuut

b.*[sD] / [HD]
Qj æt aich een aþþel ëm minuut lang/ in em minuut
She eats nn¡r, an apple for one minute,/ in one ûunute

First, as we have mentioned earlier, in (4r) the verb eten ,,eat" has f}re
capacrty to measure out tàe degree to which the spatial extent or volume of
the object en apþl.e "an apple" is the property thut ,rr.uru.., the evenr.

2. If is important to keep apart the two factors involved in th€ as?ectuâ.Ì ,,makeup,, of
middle corìst¡uctions. The 6rst is th€ affectedness constaint such as we have studied it
here. This is a condirion which teÌls us which verbal predicates can undergo middle
formation; it does not tell us an)'thing about the oùtcome ofsuch a formation. lhe notion
of affectedness has to do with what has been called Aktionsa¡t: it €xp¡esses (inherent)
aspectual properties oî a verb. Se/ <ith has a ¡ole to play with respect to this tlpe of
aspectual impact of the afectedness const¡aint. The second aspectual facto¡ involved in
middles is the event Itpe of the entirc const¡uc¡ion AFfER middle fo¡mation has ølen
place. As is well known, in most Ìanguages middles denote states. The opeÉtìon of
middle formation somehow abst¡acts over the kind of event denored bv the verb in its
active voice and tums iI into Ã srate. Zi¡h/ re has no role to play in Lhis operadon.
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Second, Heerlen Dutch differs from Standard Dutch in that the reflenve zhh
may appear, as shorm in (4rb). Finall¡ (4rb) demonstrates that the reflexive
influences the event str-ucture of the entire sentence since the presence of a
temporal adverbial expressing duration leads to an ungrammatica-l result (see
also Cornips & Hulk 1996). Cornips & Hulk (t996) argue extensively that the
occurrence of zi¡h does not, however, alter the lexical properties of the verb
or predicate nor does it modify parts of the already existing (sub-) events;
rather, the functjon of t-he reflexive is to bring about an aspectuaì þcus.
Others have also argued that reflexive markers can play an aspectual role in
a variety of languages (cf. Zagona 1994, Amagro 1993, Nishida 1994).

However, if the predicate does not yield a proper event structure, the
presence of tle reflexive will be disallowed, arrd consequentìy, middle
formation will be excluded too. To illustrate this, let us examine in Spanish
the perception verbs such as s¿¿ a¡d wahh, whlch combine with the reflexive
sa. Again, the constructions witJrout s¿ differ f¡om the constructions with ¡¿ in
that only in the latter a reading emerges in which the event gets more
completed (cf. Almagro 1993: r49). Compare the (a) and þ) examples in (42)
and (43) (examples from Almagro 1993):

(+z) a. [Sp] Mira las -fotos
Iooks at the Dhotos
'(He) looks at the photos'
S¿ mira Iø font
RjFL loohs at the photos
'(He) looks at (all) the photos'
María uaá el programa

b. [sp]

(+s) a. [sP]
'Mary will watch the program'

b. [Sp] María se atró el progrøma
'Mary will watch the (entire) program'

In Heerlen Dutch, however, perception verbs such as ¿iø¡¿ "see', may not
combine with the reflevive zich. We claim that this is due to the fact that the
verb zim "see" is, in contrast with Spanish, not a dynamic verb:

(++) a. [HD] *Hj aet ai.ch de ,foto\
he sees no¡l the photos

b. t[ID] *Hij ziet akh dc st(I¿/ de [Illfrltonn
he sees nn¡r thc Lowu/ the llitlbl 'Ibwer
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The contrasts between Spanish a¡d Heerlen Dutch in (42-4$ anð, (44)
respectively "demonstrate tlrat verbs that are conside¡ed translation equiva-
lents in two languages can differ in subtìe ways" pevin & Rappapon rg95:
t59-r6o). Levin & Rappaport demonstrate that apparent_ly equivalent verbs
may differ aspectually across languages. In English, the verb úl¿rå can be
conceptualized as eitler a state or a change of state. In ltalian, the verb
anossire "blush" actuaJly describes a change of state and acts like a telic verb,
whereas in Dutch the verb blo4en "blttsh" is treated as "be in a state" verb, as
is illustrated in (45a) arrd (45b), respectively:

(+S) a. [t] G è anossito *ptr to minuti/ in un secondo
G is blushed fo¡ ro minutes,/ in one second

b. [SD] J hæfi geblowd en uur lang/ *binnen em uur
J has blushed for a¡ hour,/ in a¡ hour

Since languages may differ in subtle ways as fa¡ as the aspectual characteris-
tics of equivalent verbs are concerned, it is.not surprising that reflexive
languages may differ among themselves with respect to middle formation
and the difference between (rga) and (r9b), repeated here as (46a) and (46b)
is no longer problematic:

(+6) a. þDl *De Effiltorøn aitt aich gemoÀlæQjk
the EiffeI Tower sees rr,rr- easily

b. [F ] In Tour Eifel se aoit facilenmt fu ma þûtre
the Eifel Tower n¡rl sees easilv from mv window

(îr (tt\\

6. Concludiag rernarks

In this paper we have discussed the well-known notion of a-ffected object. We
took the following definition as our starting point: an affected object is an
object that is somehow altered or módified by the action expressed by tlre
verb. We have shown that this definiúon is a problematic one with respecr ro
middle formation, where affectedness is claimed to play an important role.
We have discussed the following puzzling facts: (i) in 'þlain,, languages, some
predicates with unaffected objects may undergo middle formation whereas
others may not, (ü) in "reflexive" laaguages some predicates with unaffected
objects may undergo middle formation whe¡eas others may not and (Ð

languages may differ among themselves with respect to middle

ArrB crs¡ On¡ocrs

formation in the case of unaffected objects.
In view of these questions, we have argued that the notion of affected

object has to be re-defined in aspectual terans: an object is aflected if it
measures out tlte event, or if it is quantitatively delimited. An afected object
goes hand-in-hand with a predicate which displays a dlnarnic event tyPe, and
which evolves along a certain temporal scale such that successive and
continuous stages of the event are involved (see aìso Jackendoff 1996).
Moreover, we have shown that in middles the presence of a reflexive is of
crucial importance i¡ connection with dre compositional aspectual properties
of the predicate. We have claimed that the reflexive may have tàe effect of
"forcing" the ve¡b into expressing a path and./or a transition þeyond the
level of the lexicon). As a result, the verb/predicate will display those
aspectual properties by which middle formation becomes acceptable. Fina-lly,
we have very briefly shown that in other conshuctions too the reflexive may
play an aspectual role. Consequentìy, if we redefine tìe affectedness con-
straint in middle constructions as a more general condition on aspectual
properties of the predicate, tl¡e diffe¡ence between plain arrd refleive
middles is no longer problematíc.
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Non-agentive Deverbal
-er Norninalizùtioî

in English and Dutch:
A Contrastive Analysis

Lrnssnr Hnvva¡nr
Abstract
Thir þaþer deals wifh non-agmtbe døabal -er nominak in English and Duhh.
It attemþß k þtoaidr a gratnmafi.to-semantic exþlnnatìnn þr tlu extensinn of
agmtùe ln non-ogentile -er, arul argws that tlu proflt of tfu -er xfa, inupectite
of wluther it ìs agentite or non-agmtùte, ìs comþarablz t0 that of tlu flØeÇt-
jmtinn of a clnusal slruch¿re. More þaxinkþ, somz clnusal slruêtures are

di.scwsed which show ø high numbø of structural and stmanti.c conesþondmces
with non-ogntite -er nominals. lffiøeas in Fngli.sh, th¿ mlst imþzrtant
clausal agnate tum; out t0 be the mildl¿ corctTuctiþn (eg this book reads
easiJy), Dukh non agentine -er nominals are shown to agnatu with uarious
shactures, notabþ mildle formøtian: uþuinlþ the occunence d intraruilite or
'circumstantial' middl¿s (øg asfalt fietst prettiger dan grind 'asþhalt Ecles
better than graael'), and the fequmt use of 'letLconsltuctinns in clnt¿xß uhue
English would use a middlz (e.9. datboeklaat zich maÌkelijk lezen [that
book kts ißelf easiþ readl, i.e. that book reads easily) ofer øidence of the

Dutch þotential t0 corßbae non-agmtiae mtilics as subjecß. Throughout thz
discustio4 tlu clauses and -er nominab undqr scrulir!¡ are illwtratzd b2

extrach jfrzm tlu COBUILD corþus and the Duhh INL corþus.
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